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December 22, 2017

António Guterres,
Secretary General,
United Nations,
United Nations Headquarters,
405 East 42nd Street, 
New York, NY, 10017, USA.

NOTIFICATION OF WITHDRAWAL FROM UN GLOBAL COMPACT

Saudi Arabia and Egypt’s sponsored United Nations’ General Assembly Resolution 
to condemn President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the official 
capital of Israel on Thursday December 21, 2017 refers.

2. With the event of Thursday December 21, 2017, United Nations has irrationally 
proved to the world that it does not respect the territorial integrity of Israel and the 
fact that Israel is a sovereign country that reserves the right to locate its capital 
anywhere it deems fit within its territory; but the UN is planning to create another 
country out of Israel called Palestine (non-sovereign), with its capital in Jerusalem; 
whilst ignoring the Biblical fact that Jerusalem has always been the capital of Israel. 

3. With the event of Thursday December 21, 2017, United Nations has irrationally 
proved to the world that it does not respect the fundamental human rights of 
President Donald Trump, Distinguished American congressmen and women, 
American citizens, and the citizens of Israel; and by so doing, the UN has made 
nonsense of UN Global compact’s call on businesses to respect and promote human 
rights through its ten principles. The UN is now a political/abuse vendetta vehicle.  

4. In a swift reaction to this folly on the part of the United Nations, EL-YAH-AGLA 
NIGERIA LIMITED, (whose UNGC ID was: 13216), hereby permanently withdraws 
its participation in the UN Global Compact. We refuse to continue to identify with 
such a corruption-embedded resolution that has abjectly abused the sovereignty 
rights of Israel and USA; with a derelict abuse on the fundamental human rights of 
the good people of Israel and USA, and the unrivalled leaders of both countries.
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